
On the bottom right is the flag of Spain. The 

Spanish,  who  had  just  freed  their  own 

country  of  non-European  domination,  were 

the  first  European  immigrants  to 

permanently settle in North America.

Finally,  in  the  bottom  left  corner,  we  are 

proud to include the white star of the United 

States;  formed  from  the  unification  of 

European descendants in the New World.

Membership Benefits

● You  get  a  unique  and  handsome 

membership card.

● You receive  quarterly  bulletins  with 

analysis  and  articles  keeping  you 

informed about our  activities.  Many 

of  these  articles  are  available 

nowhere else. 

● You  get  access  to  our  exclusive 

members-only  forums,  chat  groups, 

economic  cooperation  and  project-

sharing website.

● You  get  the  joy  and  sense  of 

meaning  that  comes  from  working 

for something important.

● You  can  participate  in  special 

projects that make use of  your own 

special skills and interests.

● You  get  the  opportunity  to  build 

supportive  social  and  economic 

networks.

● You get the opportunity to meet and 

work  with  like-minded  activists  to 

achieve common goals.

● You get  our  membership  handbook 

that  includes  our  Statement  of 

Ethics, Statement of  Principles, and 

the  Constitution  of  European 

Americans United.

The time is right – join us today!
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Foundation

European Americans  United  is  founded on 

this basic proposition:

Pro-European-American  views  and  politics 

are  legitimate,  and,  as  such,  are  gaining 

acceptance  among  increasing  numbers  of 

European-Americans daily.  

This  awakening  is  the  result  of  massive 

Third-World  immigration,  globalization,  and 

the  culture  war  on  traditional  European-

American  values.  Though  these dangerous 

changes  in  America  began  long  ago,  they 

have become so egregious that middle-class 

and  blue-collar  European-Americans,  who 

uniquely  possess the  social  power  needed 

for  political  change,  are  responding 

independently and spontaneously.

European Americans United seeks to assist 

this growing resistance by demonstrating that 

pro-European-American  alternatives  are  a 

necessary  component  in  American  political 

dialogue.  The  legitimate  concerns  of 

European-Americans  will  no  longer  be 

sidelined and ignored by politicians!

Who We Are

We  are  your  friends,  neighbors  and 

coworkers of  European ancestry from every 

walk of  life:  scientists,  mechanics,  farmers, 

lawyers, engineers and full-time parents. We 

have no employees. Everyone, including our 

Board of Directors, is an unpaid volunteer.

What We Do and Why

While we come from every class and creed, 

we  are  united  in  our  pursuit  of  important 

European-American  interests  including 

freedom,  genetic  continuity,  social  justice, 

economic  nationalism  and  environmental 

protection.

We  draw  our  core  inspiration  from  the 

wisdom  of  America's  founding  fathers 

combined with the traditions and ideas of our 

European forebears.

In pursuit of these goals, we seek to educate 

those of  our  people  who are  not  aware  of 

important  issues  facing  us,  and  help  to 

organize effective  ethics-driven  mainstream 

activism for those of our people who want to 

take a hand in promoting positive change.

Our Symbol

Our coat of  arms symbolizes the unity  and 

diversity  of  America's  European  founders. 

The  design  is  meant  to  reflect  our  deep 

respect for the deep genetic,  historical,  and 

cultural  roots of  European America.  For far 

too  long,  our  history  has  been  portrayed 

negatively,  and  our  children  are  taught  to 

feel ashamed.

Far  from  being ashamed,  we are  proud of 

our  ancestors,  our  descendants  and 

ourselves..

In the upper left  of  our coat of  arms is the 

Cross of  Saint  George,  the Patron Saint  of 

England.  This  flag  was  first  planted  in 

Virginia  at  the  earliest  English-speaking 

colony  of  the  New  World.  Our  English 

inheritance – from  the common law to  our 

language  –  is  inseparable  from  America 

itself. 

In  the  upper  right  is  the  fleur-de-lis  of 

France,  the  nation  that  opened  the 

Mississippi  Valley;  and  whose  sale  of 

Louisiana began the Westward expansion of 

Manifest Destiny.


